
Tableau Updates in Data Visualization and
Business Intelligence
The business intelligence has been
transformed by the industry leading
revolutionary brand Tableau creating
much hype in the enterprise world
throughout years.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED
STATES, November 10, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The business
intelligence has been transformed by the
industry leading revolutionary brand
Tableau creating much hype in the
enterprise world throughout the years.
Now the Tableau developers have made
some major updates to the greatest
business intelligence solution for better utilization of its data visualization techniques.

Tableau 10 has been released by the developers and already a huge interest has been shown by the
industry for it. The latest improvements in Tableau software are a big part of the effort the developers
are making to improve the data visualization and data preparation capabilities of this amazing
industry leader software for business intelligence. Now the data analytics are more deeply configured
and they can provide much better analysis to the managers to make the critical business decisions
with great information to rely on. Tableau consultants at Bilytica are using this amazing software
solution to benefit the huge business community internationally. They have helped hundreds of
businesses to improve the data visualization capabilities.

The updates to the user interface have also been released. The introduction of the new interface is
going to simply energize the business managers and their overall business intelligence process.
Bilytica also refers this software to all the large companies in the world. Tableau is improving day by
day.
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